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it was tactically wise to wreck the government at this juncture.
It was a difficult question to answer, for even the patriotic pros and
cons were about equal, but on the whole when abstentionism
meant nothing but defeating the government, the balance of argu-
ment was in favour of turning the ministry out. But Nationalism,
too, had been going through its crisis. Its electoral defeat had left
much bitterness which Hugenberg through his press exploited
to the full. His programme was successful in inducing a number
of local associations to demand a change in the leadership. The
Stahlhelm was now taking the lead on the "national" side,
demanding a "national" front, a formation not in the least to the
mind of the moderates who detested a phenomenon like Hitler,
rejecting parliamentarism and demanding a Mussolini. Their
agitation was backed by the Hugenberg newspapers and violent
quarrels punctuated by mutual heresy hunts broke out between
the Hugenberg wing which demanded the intensest opposition
to Stresemann and to a Left coalition, and the moderates who
saw very clearly the patriotic necessity in the present juncture
for maintaining at least an attitude of toleration.
The quarrel was temporarily patched up by a reshuffling of
party posts. Hugenberg became leader of the party while Westarp
remained leader of the parliamentary party. This was emphatically
a victory for Hugenberg, but the parliamentary party in its
majority being composed of anti-Hugenbergites now asserted its
independence and refused to obey his orders to defeat the ministry,
The vote on November 12 was taken amid tense excitement.
Eight members abstained, two hundred and three voted for the
motion, two hundred and fifty-five against it, and the ministry
was saved. But the absurdity of the situation was not salvation
by the grace of the official opposition, but the fact that the
Socialist ministers on what was virtually a vote of no-confidence
in themselves, were able complacently to vote against their own
party's motion and because it was defeated ignore the whole
business. A united cabinet proceeded quietly to carry out the
programme against which the only two parties officially supporting
the ministry had solidly voted.
Anything more fantastically silly can hardly be imagined, and

